In a bid to equip our students with some valuable skills, we hosted a two session workshop through the career center. In our first session, hosted by Carolyn Wright, students were taught about the steps they need to take to apply for on-campus employment.

Our most important session was the second session because we learned about how to prepare for an interview. I found it very helpful since the skills that Carlos walked us through could apply to any future interviews. It was a great opportunity for students who got to join the event. Students are instructed enthusiastically through listening and asking questions. It not only helped students, especially international students, learn right now, but it will also be essential to them in the future.

If you missed any of the sessions and you feel like these are skill sets you need, you are in luck because we have these sessions recorded and all you need to do is send an email to international@olympic.edu and a link will be sent to you. Thank you.

-Vy Le (Vietnam)
The world has changed drastically and within a few months we have found ourselves living within an online bubble. With classes being confirmed to be offered online during the fall quarter, we have had a lot of international students come to us with questions about how to find learning resources or good citable articles for their essays.

This session covered a wide range of resources we have at our library. From a variety of books, articles, encyclopedias, and citation machines to the 24/7 Ask a Librarian resource. The Ask a Librarian resource allows for students to contact a librarian at any time of the day which is really helpful if you get stuck while writing that essay at 3 o’clock in the morning, or for our international students who are currently taking online classes from their home countries, the time difference doesn’t matter. I would like to encourage other international students to take advantage of the resources we have.

KENNEDY OCHIENG

“...The purpose of art is washing the dust of daily life off our souls” - Pablo Picasso. I think every student will agree with me when I say that the day to day activities of being a student not only wears out our minds but also our legs, and souls.

This rock painting session to me felt like a refresher course on how it feels like to be a child and not a college student for once, to take time and step away from work and school and reenergize my soul because art is beautiful and in art we find peace.

Sessions like these are very important and we hope that all our students who attended will either find their safe space in painting or other various forms of art and they will for sure enjoy their new found hobby.

KENNEDY OCHIENG

HAPPY BIRTHDAY

Koichi (Japan)
Min Joo (South Korea)
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